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This thesis is a study of the management process of Management
by Objectives and its use as a method for management of U. S. Navy
cryptologic resources at the U. S. Naval Security Group Command Head-
quarters. The thesis is designed to encourage the manager to use manage-
ment by objectives from the standpoint of a four-phase process, Objective
Development, Objective Setting, Implementation of Action and Control
and Reporting. Methods and techniques to assist the manager in carrying
out this four-phase process have been discussed and included. This study
has produced a system that managers within the Naval Security Group
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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to review and study the management
process of Management by Objectives and to offer rationale in support of
this process as a method of future management of naval cryptologic re-
sources at the command level of the U.S. Navy cryptologic force, the
Naval Security Group Command Headquarters (HQNAVSECGRU) . This first
chapter discusses the author's view of problems which face the command
element of the Naval Security Group and the application of management
by objectives as a systematic approach to minimizing the effects of these
problems
.
A. PROBLEMS IN MANAGEMENT OF CRYPTOLOGIC RESOURCES
The current and future problems facing the command level manage-
ment team, which is tasked with directing and controlling U. S. Navy
cryptologic resources, are primarily ones which also face many other
technologically oriented organizations. These encompass the broad spectrum
of technological advances made in the cryptologic field throughout the world
and the continuing demand to provide timely and accurate cryptologic support
while both manpower and budgetary allocations are being reduced. This
observation is made as a result of changes and developments which the
author has witnessed in the recent past which include:
1. Severe cutbacks of personnel and field operations by as much
as thirty percent in just over two years .

2. The expectation of additional personnel cutbacks as a result
of changes in national intelligence collection requirements.
3. The need to develop additional and more advanced signal
exploitation resources, both personnel and equipment, to keep pace with
the technical advances in the field of electronics. This need is to be
accomplished in the face of reducing budgets
.
4. The continuing necessity to produce multiple budgetary planning
inputs to various Department of Defense organizations.
5. The diversified scope of operations and functions carried out
by the various elements of the Naval Security Group.
An additional concern is the output or product of the Navy's crypto-
logic force. Traditionally a low key operation surrounded by a high degree
of security, until recent years the organization's product has tended to be
accepted without close appraisal of worth and cost. Today's costs demand
that some reasonable standards and measurable results be found which are
understood by both the producer and the consumer. Statements of goals
and requirements will need to be, in my opinion, more specific and de-
tailed than in the past to insure that the amount of cryptologic support that
is necessary for the Navy and the nation can be provided by those who are
specialists in the field. It is felt that through use of management by ob-
jectives as a management process, this requirement can be better fulfilled
and the problems associated with the changes and developments listed
above can be substantially reduced.

B. MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
The management process of Management by Objectives (MBO) can
be described as a form of management which provides for a systematic
approach by establishing goals and objectives at all levels of an organi-
zation and then applying necessary methodology and mechanisms to reach
those objectives in a certain amount of time. One of the better summations
of MBO was provided by Carvalho in 1972:
Whenever a manager is managing by objectives, the first
thing he does is to decide what results he wants to achieve on
his job. He establishes priorities for his results, with the most
critical or valuable results having the highest priority. Next,
he maps a plan for achieving these end results most efficiently
and determines when the end results will be achieved. Then he
designs his information system so that he will be able to measure
progress against results desired. Having done these things, he
then activates himself and others to execute the plan. His style
of behavior toward subordinates and others with whom he must
collaborate can be autocratic, participative, democratic, and
so on. As the plan is being executed, his information system
provides him the feedback required to determine if the milestones
in the plan are being achieved on time and according to specifi-
cations. If not, he recycles through the management functions
of planning, organizing, etc.
, as necessary to get back on the
path of his target or to head toward a new target if that is more
advisable. 1
This short but inclusive description explains the clear impact asso-
ciated with the use of MBO. It, as a process, offers an approach to
problem-solving and objective formulation which, in my opinion, provides
the necessary elements of management to assist in the solution of the
Carvalho, G. F., "Installing Management by Objectives: A New





problems facing naval cryptologic managers. Its procedure of critical
analysis of organizational situations and assigning individual responsi-
bilities toward objective achievement can result in pinpointing areas for
improvement and change. Operational, technical and personnel crypto-
logic requirements can be reviewed using situation analysis through use
.2
of the Situation Action Model (SAM) to enable the organization to establish
or strengthen current control and information systems, lines of responsi-
bility and authority, and performance standards. I feel that the system of
mutual review of progress and joint performance evaluation between managers
and their superior or subordinate, further enhances planning and controlling
of resources and operating actions . This method of mutual review of per-
formance and individual development can provide clarity and direction to
a career path for the cryptologic specialist. The naval officer needs to
know where he is going and how his career is being developed. Through
MBO, this capability is made available.
MBOas a process is quickly finding its way throughout the naval
establishment. A recent supporting statement to this effect was made by
the Chief of Naval Operations in February 1974: "To be more specific,
the Vice Chief of Naval Operations (VCNO), on 4 February 19 74, distributed
throughout OPNAV and NAVMAT copies of the DOD-wide Fiscal Year 19 74
2
The Situation Action Model (SAM) is a model developed by Mali
(1972) to facilitate analysis of existing situations and develop areas for





goals and objectives established in connection with the DOD Management
3
by Objectives program." It is considered by the author to be a propitious
time for cryptologic managers to become familiar with management by
objectives and make use of its advantages prior to possible directives
from higher levels to institute the process on a crash basis.
Another justification for using MBO to wrestle with the problems
listed earlier, is the recently revised form for evaluation of Naval Officer
Performance. A review of the latest instruction concerning, "Report of
the Fitness of Officers," BUPERS INSTRUCTION 1611. 12D, issued by the
Bureau of Naval Personnel on 16 November 1973, reveals that MBO is con-
sidered appropriate to improve the evaluation process. More specifically,
section 4-lld of this instruction states:
In order to foster a concept of "management by objectives, "
reporting seniors should seek to establish with each and every
subordinate, mutually understood finite objectives for which
the subordinate will be held accountable.
Additionally, the actual Report of Fitness Form NAVPERS 1611/1 contains
a section in block 29 which is entitled "Goal setting and achievement."
The worksheet form 16 11/1 (W) further breaks down this category into five
separate specific areas: Defines realistic goals, Develops plans and
priorities, Involves subordinates in planning, Responds positively to
changing circumstances and Effectively achieves goals. As a result, it
3
From an address by Admiral E. R. Zumwalt, Jr. , Chief of Naval
Operations, at the 179th birthday luncheon of the Naval Supply Corps,
Washington, D. C, 22 February 1974.
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behooves the naval cryptologist to take steps which insure his ability to
manage in line with this appraisal criteria. The use of management by-
objectives for managing of U. S. Navy cryptologic resources seems to me
to be logical and practicable. The foregoing discussion tends to sub-
stantiate this feeling.
C. SCOPE OF STUDY
It was considered appropriate that MBO should be reviewed and
studied in the light of the developments discussed in sections A and B
above. Additionally, should the process be instituted as the form of
management for the Naval Security Group Command Headquarters, this
study could prove to be useful to me as a Special Duty Officer in Cryptology
and to the Navy.
I conducted the study by first reviewing and thoroughly analyzing the
current literature on MBO. The review included looking at MBO from the
eyes of a cryptologist and in terms of how the system could be of benefit
to the Navy's cryptologic management team. Liaison with individuals and
elements of HQNAVSECGRU was maintained throughout the study to align
the work with the efforts of individuals involved with the development of
a department-level MBO implementation program within the headquarters.
Because of the time frame in which the thesis was prepared, no
attempt was made to conduct a pilot program in MBO which could be used
to manage naval cryptologic resources. Rather, it was felt more realistic
to explore the various facets of MBO and to provide in the thesis a base
for further development in the event that MBO is implemented throughout
13

HQNAVSECGRU. Finally, it was my assumption that the efforts underway
in the headquarters by the department alluded to above, may in fact prove
to be the pilot project for complete MBO installation by the command. It




II. MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES DEFINITION AND HISTORY
A. MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES DEFINED
The concept of management by objectives, often referred to by the
acronym "MBO," has been defined by many individuals associated with
the field of management , both theorists and practitioners. As a result,
nearly as many definitions of MBO exist as there have been writers on the
subject. As might be expected, these definitions vary in size, scope and
content, and are naturally biased by the background, experience and time
during which they were originated. To illustrate this point, the following
have been selected as examples of the wide spectrum of interpretation of
the MBO concept:
"In brief, the system of management by objectives can be described
as a process whereby the superior and subordinate managers of an organi-
zation jointly identify its common goals, define each individuals major
areas of responsibility in terms of the results expected of him, and use
these measures as guides for operating the unit and assessing the contri-
4
bution of each of its members . "
"Management by Objectives (M.B.O.) is a strategy of planning and
getting results in the direction that management wishes and needs to take
4






while meeting the goals and satisfaction of its participants. In its
simplest form, it is blending individual plans and needs of managers toward
a large scale accomplishment within a specific period of time . The primary
purpose of such a strategy is to simplify and clarify the managerial process
operating within the organization. There are four basic ingredients to the
MBO concept: objectives, time strategy, total management, and individual
motivation.
"
"A simple yet comprehensive definition of the MBO system of manage-
ment includes several major provisions:
1. MBO is a systems approach to managing an organization -
any organization. It is not a technique, just another program, or a narrow
area of the process of managing. Above all, it goes far beyond mere
budgeting even though it does encompass budgets in one form or another.
2 . Those accountable for directing the organization first
determine where they want to take the organization or what they want it
to achieve during a particular period. (Establishing the overall objectives
and priorities)
.
3. Requiring, permitting, and encouraging ALL key mana-
gerial and administrative personnel to contribute their maximum to achieving
the overall objectives.
Mali, P., Managing By Objectives
,
p. 1-2, Wiley, 1972
16

4 . Blending and balancing the planned achievements
(results) of all key personnel to promote and realize the greater total
results for the organization as a whole.
5. Providing a control mechanism to monitor progress com-




As the foregoing would indicate, the potential user of management
by objectives will find it difficult to identify with any single definition
when attempting to apply the MBO concept to his organization. Because
of this, it is important to recognize that nearly all existing definitions
reflect a commonality which serves as the underlying principle of MBO.
This is the general agreement in the literature that management by objectives
is a systematic form of managing, oriented toward the achievement of goals
or objectives which are well formulated and can be expected to be reached
during a set period of time . It is crucial, therefore, that any ultimate
definition of MBO selected by an implementer and user of the concept con-
tain this basic idea. Equally as important is that this definition be fully
comprehended by the individual in the organization directly concerned.
B . MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES REVIEWED
In his book written in 19 54, The Practice of Management , Peter
Drucker first coined the term "management by objectives," and in so doing
McConkey, D. D.
,
"Applying Management by Objectives to Non-







is credited by writers in the MBO field with having conceptualized the
7
management by objectives system of management. Since that time, MBO
has been developed and implemented in various forms by the many propon-
ents of the concept.
Stimulated by Drucker's proposition that objectives would serve as
the instrument for administering and directing a systems approach to
managing an organization, practitioners in the management field have
developed the concept and directed its application in the twenty years
that have followed. According to Reddin, the two men most often identified
with the development of MBO are Odiorne in the United States and Humble
p
in the United Kingdom. Through the efforts of these men and others like
them, MBO has found acceptance as a valid form of management throughout
professional management circles.
The evolution of MBO during its short twenty year history has been
9
described in terms of a three-stage process. The initial stage was char-
acterized by an almost complete emphasis toward improving the performance
of the individual manager. This was accomplished by furnishing goals
toward which his efforts should be directed and by providing some form of
recognition for his achievements . The second stage was reached when
7
Drucker, P. F. , The Practice of Management , Harper and Row, 1954.
p
Reddin, W. J., Managerial Effectiveness , p. 275, McGraw-Hill, 1970
9 McConkey, D. D. , "MBO - Twenty Years Later, Where Do We Stand,"
Business Horizons
, p. 25-36, August, 1973.
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MBO shifted its emphasis from the individual to the organization as a
whole, with objectives which were concerned with the overall effectiveness
of the organization in the short run. The third stage was reached when
the emphasis was redirected to the setting of objectives which concerned
the future success and continued life of the organization, through the in-
tegration of the individual manager's goals and achievements with the
goals and priorities of the organization. McConkey describes the reaching
of this third stage as having completed the last milestone in the develop-
ment of MBO (i.e. , when MBO graduated from a special-purpose manage-
ment tool and technique to a full-fledged system.)
Today, management by objectives can be found in use in practically
every form of organization. The degree of evolution of the system varies
throughout the user organizations and is not as complete as one might
imply from McConkey' s statement. Some continue to use it only as a
motivational tool for individual managers, others employ it to achieve
results in an annual operating cycle, and others have instituted it as a
long term managerial philosophy which permeates the entire managerial
structure of the organization. Whatever its present form in an organization,
MBO has been used, both successfully and unsuccessfully, by private and
public organizations and is currently one of the most popular forms of
Howell, R. A. , "Managing by Objectives - A Three-Stage System,
Business Horizons
,
p. 41-45, February 1970.





in a recently conducted survey, of 147 companies
12interviewed 122 reflected the use of MBO in some form or another.)
In the federal government, MBO has been implemented successfully by
13
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and more recently
has found its way into the top levels of the Department of Defense. Some
organizations in the Navy have instituted MBO as a management system
14
and reportedly have found it to be an effective form of management.
C. MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES AND THE NAVAL SECURITY GROUP
COMMAND HEADQUARTERS (HQNAVSECGRU)
The concept of Management by Objectives is not a stranger to the
Naval Security Group Command Headquarters (HQNAVSECGRU). As early
as 19 68, efforts were made to develop an objectives-oriented system
within the headquarters . Department heads were urged to become familiar
with the MBO concept and were provided limited literature on the subject.
No formal program was established. As a result of turnover of military
managers in the ensuing years, this initial attempt of introducing MBO
was lost to the daily brushfires that inevitably develop in any organization,
12
Cathey, P. J., "Management Tools: How 147 Top Executives View
Them , " Iron Age
, p. 41-43, July 26, 1973.
13
Brady, R. H. , "MBO Goes to Work in the Public Sector," Harvard
Business Review
,
p. 65-74, March-April, 1973.
14
Naval Supply Systems Command Presentation on the planning
system, Executive Data System (EDATS). Presented at the Naval Post-
graduate School in April 19 74 by LCDR L. Gayton, SC, U. S. Navy.
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Although no further official impetus to use the concept is in evidence,
MBO in some form or another was likely employed informally within those
departments where managers were familiar with the system, but the pressures
of every day business appears to have subsumed any attempts at an overall
headquarters-wide MBO system. Since that time, general objective setting
has been an annual requirement within the headquarters. Each department
reviews the previous year's objectives, updates them, and submits them
for consolidation into an overall HQNAVSECGRU objectives listing. No
supporting MBO system has accompanied this annual review.
In late 1973, it was proposed by a member of a department within
the headquarters that his department establish a formal MBO process. This
proposal has subsequently been approved and MBO is currently in the im-
plementation phase within that department. I anticipate that this effort




III. WHY MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
A. ADVANTAGES OF MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
The literature about the concept of management by objectives is
nearly unanimous in its advocacy for the use of MBO in practically every
type of organization. The wide acceptance of this concept by an ever-
increasing number of organizations lends validity to the conclusions by its
advocates, that as a system of management it has been and can be used to
advantage. It is felt that this can be directly attributed to the objective-
reaching capacity of the MBO concept.
Successful MBO-using organizations typically reflect this capacity
of MBO to reach objectives in a process which facilitates (1) formulating
of desired objectives, (2) organizing resources and developing methods
to reach desired objectives, (3) determining the constraints which militate
against the achievement of desired objectives, and (4) a dedicated effort
by the whole entity to work toward the achievement of these objectives.
In this manner, the end-product is a planned and systematically developed
output not, as can be found in some organizations, a hit or miss firefighting
proposition. In other words, it is the system's ability to produce not only
results, but those results that were expected and desired, that is MBO's
selling point
.
The foregoing does not mean to imply that management by objectives
is the answer to every problem in organizational management and that it,
22

like any other human administered program is without pitfalls. In this
regard, endeavors to date to provide empirical evidence and scientific
measurements of the specific effects which are associated with use of
MBO in an organization are limited and somewhat inconclusive (Ivancevich,
1972; Muczyk, 1972; Kirchoff, 1972). This may be explained by what
McConkey has described as "any attempt to arrive at the number (of
organizations) is complicated by the need for a definition of the degree
of MBO which an organization must practice to be included in the data.
Moreover, the collection of the data would be further confused because of
the uncertainty concerning what MBO is," and the perennial problems
of accurate measurement which social research encounters when it attempts
17
to quantify organizational effects. Nevertheless, the reports of organi-
zations which have employed MBO contain a number of benefits which they
consider to have been realized directly as a result of its use. A composite
listing is presented below of those considered significant:
1 . Better Management Performance and More Accurate Performance
Appraisal
Many users of MBO state that better managerial performance
is achieved as a result of the MBO process of goal setting and establishment
Some of these pitfalls are discussed in Chapter IV.
16McConkey, D. D. , "MBO - Twenty Years Later, Where Do We
Stand," Business Horizons
,
p. 26, August, 1973.
17
Campbell, D. T. , and J. C. Stanley, Experimental and Quasi -
experimental Designs for Research , Rand McNally, 19 73.
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of performance measures for an individual manager which are mutually-
generated and agreed upon by the individual and his superior. In this
process, the individual is advised as to the major goals of the organi-
zation and those goals that he personally is responsible for reaching. As
a result, the manager is fully aware of what performance (goals to be
reached) is expected and what criteria are to be used in appraising his
performance.
2 . Improved Results-oriented Planning
Planning is a complete process under MBO. The objectives
are known and the methods for reaching them are supported by both the
organization and the managers. Resources of every type (material, per-
sonnel, etc.) are considered in any planning which is accomplished for
achieving the desired results. Required outside assistance is also identified
in the MBO planning process and the various areas of responsibility are
clarified.
3 . Improved Coordination, Teamwork and Organizational Clarity
Through MBO, coordination, which has been referred to as the
"essence of organization" is accomplished through the establishment of
well delineated lines of responsibility, supporting agreements and speci-




and G. Bassford, "What MBO Really Is," Business
Horizons
,
p. 30, June 1973.
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subordinate goals to the overall objectives of the organization, managers
become motivated to be "team players" and voluntarily cooperate to
achieve results
.
4 . Improved Control
Control is accomplished under the MBO concept through a
scheduled progression toward the objectives one wishes to accomplish.
This provides for a status reporting system which produces information
timely enough to detect any problems which might detract from meeting
the objective. Thus, management information systems under MBO are
necessarily geared to provide timely and accurate data which affords
feedback and estimates of future expectations to the management team
.
Such a process provides indicators and danger signals which let the manager
know at all times the status of progress in order to implement corrective
action, if necessary.
5 . Improved Superior-Subordinate Relationships
The mutual goal setting aspects of MBO involving the superior
and his subordinate leads to a clear understanding between the two as to
exactly what is expected. Whether or not the subordinate actually parti-
cipates in setting his objectives (which is recommended by MBO proponents)
.
• is probably not the significant point here. What is of prime consideration
is the common subordinate-superior agreeme.nt of what the goal is and what
is expected to reach that goal. This face-to-face process sets the tone
for increased trust and open communication.
25

6 . Improved Flexibility
Under management by objectives, the manager is made fully
aware of his status periodically and has planned standards against which
to compare progress. Thus any deviations from benchmarks set to accom-
plish the goal can be met with early and planned remedial action, if
required. This capacity provides flexibility in the overall management
process and permits changes throughout the project which keep the original
goal within sight.
7. Increased Motivation and Managerial Development
Mali states that "Managing by objectives allows (managerial)
19development to take place informally, naturally and simultaneously."
This is a result of the individual manager acquiring of the knowledge and
skills on the job as by-products of his meeting performance requirements.
This comment by Mali is likely predicated on the fact that MBO is a system
which instills self-discipline to keep sight of the objective. This involve-
ment of the individual is a motivating force to overcome one's shortcomings,
As a result, the manager comes to work better motivated to do the best job
possible to reach his objective, which in the MBO concept, is compatible,
indeed completely integrated, with the organization's goals.
B. MBO WORKS IN PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS
Management by objectives as a philosophy and system fits very
neatly with the needs of the typical private business enterprise. The
19
Mali, P., Managing by Objective s, p. 9-10, Wiley, 1972
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majority of the literature concerns its application in the business world
with the obvious objective for most being to make a profit to ensure sur-
vival. What, one may ask, can provide as strong an incentive for its
use by not-for profit organizations, such as the federal government?
Since MBO is the managing of inputs to produce desired outputs, it may
seem difficult to relate it to governmental agencies. This is recognized
by experts in the MBO field. Kleber has included government agencies
20
as one of "six hardest areas to manage by objectives," primarily due
to the difficulty in measurement of the output of such agencies quantitatively
and in some cases, the difficulty in determining the appropriate objectives.
The increasing importance of clearly stated objectives in governmental
agencies is dictated by increasing competition for scarce resources and
high valued alternatives. This suggests that the use of MBO is appropriate
to ensure adequate planning and control in the running of these agencies
.
The most difficult task in this regard appears to revolve around the un-
certainty in a federal government organization, resulting from the fact that
it is a part of an ever-changing larger institution driven by national and
international events and contingencies . Kleber states , that in spite of
this difficulty, "one way or another the government agency manager needs
to have a clear idea where he is going, how he is to get there and how his
21
performance is judged along the way." MBO offers a method to establish
20
Kleber, T. P., "The Six Hardest Areas to Manage by Objectives , "
Personnel Journal
,
p. 572, August, 1972.
21
Kleber, T. P., op. cit. p. 575.
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all of these, as its successful use has shown in the federal government.
In particular, MBO has been employed to advantage by the Department
22
of Health, Education and Welfare as indicated by Brady. A representa-
tive list of benefits reported as a result of the use of MBO over a three
year period at HEW include:
1. Increased by 50% the number of import products inspected,
using existing resources.
2. Retrained more than 40,000 welfare recipients and offered
them productive futures by taking them off welfare and getting them jobs.
3. As a longer term benefit, HEW reports improved overall manage-
ment has been achieved as a result of MBO.
HEW's experience is one of a number of federal civilian and military
organizations which have reported better results through use of MBO. The
profit incentive may be lacking, but clear definition of objectives and the
methods for realizing them can be done with creative thinking and an
honest interest in getting the job done more effectively with a sense of
direction and control.
C. MBO AND THE CRYPTOLOGIC MANAGER
The foregoing section has application to the HQNAVSECGRU organi-
zation and its rather unique managerial problems brought about by security,
routinization of the handling of classified information and the annual
22
Brady, R. H. , "MBO Goes to Work in the Public Sector," Harvard
Business Review
,
p. 65-74, March-April, 1973.
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budgetary program cycle which is confused by the need to coordinate
budget submissions with a Department of Defense agency and the Navy.
This additional muddying of the waters in the already fluid governmental
planning, programming and budgeting process (PPB) , demands the employ-
ment of a system which provides direction, control, short and long range
goals and assigns responsibility with commensurate authority. This does
not mean to imply that these things are not being accomplished today, but
as the history of MBO in the headquarters indicated, the embryo is already
in existence from which to expand into a fullfledged and successful MBO
management process.
The cryptologic manager is usually dealing with a product that is
difficult to quantify. However, it has become an absolute requirement to
be able to have a product that is measurable in terms that can be under-
stood by both the consumer and producer of that product. In the case of
NAVSECGRU, this is dictated even more so due to the high cost of crypto-
logic operations. Since both National and Navy entities receive support
from the Navy cryptologic force, a means which provides for a realistic
understanding of the resources required to furnish any given level of crypto-
logic support is needed. It is considered that this need can be fulfilled
through MBO, with its built-in capability to identify objectives and measure
the results of an organization in understandable units of outputs.
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IV. MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS
A. COMMON PITFALLS OF MBO
Commencing with Chapter V, the text will be concerned with the
implementation, administering and maintenance of the overall MBO process.
Before one discusses these subjects, however, it is considered important
to reflect on the pitfalls and traps which have led to the unsuccessful
application of MBO by some organizations . The rationale for this consid-
eration, lies in the belief that before any MBO process can be instituted
which has as its objective to be a viable and useful system, those involved
should be aware of the common problem areas which have led to the demise
of various MBO programs in the past.
Probably the most comprehensive listing of pitfalls compiled to date
is contained in an article written in 19 72 by McConkey entitled "20 Ways
23
to Kill MBO." Because of their completeness they are listed below as
an aid to the reader:
1. Considering MBO a panacea.
2. Lacking participation by subordinates in setting objectives.
3. Leaving out staff managers .
4
.
Delegating executive direction of the program .
5. Creating a "paper mill" with forms and procedures.
6. Failing to provide feedback to the individual manager.
7. Emphasizing techniques over the system.
8. Implementing too quickly.
9. Failing to reward performance.
23 McConkey, D. D. , "20 Ways to Kill MBO," The Management
Review, p. 4-13, October, 1972.
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10. Having objectives which are not supported by adequate plans.
11. Failing to revise the system based on experience.
12. Being impatient for results.
13. Endeavoring to overquantify objectives.
14. Stressing objectives instead of the system.
15. Dramatizing short term objectives.
16. Omitting periodic reviews of performance.
17. Omitting refresher training with respect to refinements and
managers new to the system.
18. Failing to blend individual objectives into the whole.
19. Managing with necessary "guts."
20. Lacking ability or willingness to delegate.
Varney approaches the pitfall problem from a slightly different tack
24
in his book on MBO. He lists symptoms of traps that organizations have
fallen into, which he has observed over a period of years in his dealings
with implementing of management by objectives systems. Some of those
considered pertinent to this discussion are listed below in synopsis form:
1. "The Busy, Busy Pitfall." This is characterized by managers
always being "too busy" to make MBO work. MBO must be considered as
any other managerial work before it can be used as a system.
2. "You Change and I Won't." The symptom of this trap is when
the manager pays "lip service" to the MBO program, but provides little
else. A manager must be involved to make the system work in his organization
3. "The Perfectionist." The perfectionist is constantly reworking
the details of the program and as a result, MBO never gets properly impe-
mented. Infinite detail can strangle MBO the same as any other system
that must be kept versatile.
24
Varney, G. II., Management by Objectives , The Dartness
Corporation, p. 21-22, 1971.
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4. "Once and For Always." One of the best qualities of MBO is
its design for adapting to change. Be careful not to lock up the system
by one way direction.
5. "Copycat." Don't look to apply someone else's plan. All
organizations are different and MBO plans must reflect this in order to be
flexible and fit the organization in which it is being used.
It is not intended to belabor the foregoing points at this juncture
since material in subsequent chapters will deal with each to a certain
degree when discussing ways and methods to assist in recognition of pit-
falls which one encounters in his MBO efforts from time to time. Early
recognition of these pitfalls is mandatory if one is to avoid the summation
over time of many minor pitfalls into a major irreversible problem area.
There are, however, certain pitfalls against which a military organi-
zation should be particularly alert. The following section is included to
provide a discussion of those of significance.
B . PROBLEMS OF MBO IN THE MILITARY ORGANIZATION
When one pictures a military organization, the immediate thought
might be one of a tightly controlled organization with clear rules and regu-
lations on what can and cannot be done. One visualizes a hierarchical
structure with well defined lines of authority and responsibility. It would
seem a natural for the easy application of an MBO system designed to set
goals and organize resources to attain those goals.
What one often finds, however, is that there are a few potential
pitfalls associated with a military organization which must be recognized.
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One of these that has been and will likely remain a problem by the very
nature of the service is the high rate of managerial personnel turnover.
The Navy, for instance, historically has maintained a rotation system to
purportedly afford officers opportunities for gaining well rounded exper-
ience by shifting them between various functions . This creates not only
a problem of continuity in an organization, but increases the amount of
training required to maintain a satisfactory level of managerial competence.
Another problem connected with the turnover problem in the military
is reflected in the pitfall of being impatient for results. This stems directly
from the relatively short period of time one has to prove himself in an
organization before being transferred elsewhere. Military managers want
results to happen during their tour of duty. Therefore, the organization
that uses an MBO process must design the system so that managers within
the system do not strive to reach their individual goals at the expense of
the organizational goals. This kind of suboptimization is one of the out-
comes that MBO wants to avoid.
The military manager, then, must be alert and in some instances
more alert than his civilian contemporary to the pitfalls of instituting and
using MBO. It will be just as difficult a task as any other organization
might experience. Thus, one should not assume that because of the
structured nature of the military that MBO is an easy system to use. This
mistake could lead to a far worse organizational situation than the one the
MBO system was designed to replace.
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C. SPECIAL PROBLEMS FOR HQNAVSECGRU MANAGERS
An organization with normal problems and constraints facing it will
find that MBO will take a significant amount of effort. The manager,
whether top or departmental level, in HQNAVSECGRU, will likely find
problems of a special nature. These may develop as a consequence of
dealing with classified material on a routine basis and the other rather
unique situations described in Chapter III.
The problem with classified information for the MBO manager is that
separate systems will likely be required to ensure data can be readily
available in both classified and unclassified forms to respond to the
various levels of programming under PPBS
.
Should MBO be instituted in HQNAVSECGRU, the foregoing problems
will need special attention and time to avoid problems which might dis-
courage the continued use of MBO under the rationalization "it can't be
used here because of our unique situation."
D. MBO CAN WORK FOR HQNAVSECGRU
The previous sections of this chapter, as originally indicated, were
meant to provide an organization contemplating use of MBO with a number
of amber lights which might minimize and possibly avoid major problems
which could lead to an unsuccessful experience with MBO. The calculation
has been that this discussion would not detract the reader from actually
moving ahead with MBO. MBO is not a panacea for every organizational
management problem, and thus must be considered carefully before rushing
headlong into uncharted waters. Some organizations just do not have the
34

resources available, the managerial talent available nor the need for
elaborating on what may already be the best possible under the constraints
at hand. As previously indicated, it is considered that the talent, interest
and resources are all available within HQNAVSECGRU to make MBO work.
With this in mind, the succeeding chapters have been constructed
to provide assistance, guidance and some methods which have been suc-
cessful in the past in avoiding many of the pitfalls described above. In
so doing, it is hoped that a successful MBO process can be facilitated
for anyone who might choose MBO as his method of management.
35

V. HOW TO MANAGE BY OBJECTIVES
A. MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES AS A FOUR-PHASE PROCESS
Under management by objectives, the primary requirement for en-
suring a successful program which gets those results that are both planned
for and expected is the manager's ability to grasp how management by
objectives really works. Nothing is more disappointing than to observe
an organization with the potential for producing successful results get
caught in the trap of reacting to problems rather than anticipating them
.
Management by objectives is a process of planning which is antici-
patory in nature. Hence, it calls for planning ahead. Since this may be
easier said than done in some organizations, how can a manager approach
the idea of management by objectives as his management system. The
answer lies in one of the basic ideas of MBO: deliberate time-phased
planning . What this implies is that a manager can accomplish his total
set of objectives by applying a systematic and phased approach to his
managing process. This is somewhat analogous to the process of building
a ship. Certain phases of the production follow one another logically and
result in an ordered sequence of events. It would be ridiculous to assume
that a ship would be built without the keel being laid early on in the total
process. Yet, one can find organizations that are managed using similar
logic, or better yet, non-logic. MBO allows the manager to direct his
organization's effort systematically, with reason and purpose.
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Practitioners in the management field vary in the exact method they
recommend to implement management by objectives. Nonetheless, they
are nearly uniform in their recommendations for the use of a phasing con-
cept for effecting a practical system. Basically, the overall process can
be described using four distinct phases, which include:
1. Objective Development.
2. Objective (Goal) Setting.
3. Implementation of Action.
4 . Control and Reporting
.
Figure 1 provides a visual presentation of these phases and the
necessary steps within each phase considered essential for adequate MBO
application. As will be seen in subsequent chapters which discuss each
of the four phases individually, this flow chart permits a sequence of
actions which permit a complete start to finish cycle. Recycling and re-
peated iterations within the phases and between phases is also allowed.
A capsule description of each phase is provided at this point to set the
stage for later involvement in succeeding chapters:
1 . Phase One - Objective Development
As has been alluded to previously, the management by objectives
process begins with a systematic development of objectives which are
desired by the organization to provide for improvement, problem solution
and survival. If growth of the organization is expected or desired, then
this must also be considered. The process starts with an analysis of
the organization as it currently exists. Analytical queries concerning
37

situations such as: where are we, where are we going, what are our
deficiencies, how can we improve, can we survive, and so forth, are
raised. Broad categories of desired objectives are originated including
such things as improved service or support, cost effectiveness, increased
training, improved techniques or methods of operation, motivation of
personnel and increased satisfaction of the consumer in the output of the
organization. In the case of governmentalagencies , the actual definition
of the output is often one of the most difficult of tasks to be done, but it
is essential that this be accomplished during this initial phase of the
program. It is important that this phase be given sufficient time and
effort, since any positive action in subsequent phases will be predicated
on the insight and direction provided as a result of the work carried out
here. Mali has said this is important because "it is during this stage
that drift, aimless tendencies, or incorrect directions are noted, stopped
25
and redirected." Chapter VI is concerned with actual methods which
can be employed to successfully complete Phase One.
2 . Phase Two - Objective (Goal) Setting
Once the categories of broad and potential objectives are
generated through Phase One, the next step in the process lies in the
transformation of these into an actual set of formal objectives which are
considered to be valid, measurable and reachable. This formal statement
is produced as a result of participation by key personnel in the relating of
25
Mali, P., Managing By Objectives
,
p. 13, Pitman, 1970,
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organizational resources with expected participation and responsibilities
of those involved. These objectives are then subjected to verification
and validation methods which determine the degree of certainty of achieving
these objectives. It is essential to the objective setting procedure because
it focuses on the resources, materials, personnel, facilities and manage-
ment which will be required to assure a high degree of confidence toward
accomplishing the objective. In other words, it is a detailed look at the
objectives to avoid the mistake of chasing an unattainable goal or using
resources inefficiently.
The objective setting phase gets the entire organization in-
volved and if done properly leads to involvement of the people who are
accountable for the achievements of the objectives. Detailed discussions
of this phase is contained in Chapter VII.
3 . Phase Three - Implementation of Action
This phase follows from the objectives which have been set
in Phase Two. It is here that the method and motivation for getting these
objectives accomplished is created. This phase is probably the most
crucial because it is here that the formation of a results-oriented attitude
by the members of the organization takes place. The literature is strongly
aligned in its opinion that successful implementation demands that all
personnel involved have a positive results-oriented attitude. Terry goes
as far as to offer the opinion that MBO can only work if an organization
has sufficient numbers of individuals possessing a high Zeigarnik effect
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(compulsion to complete a task or accomplish any given result). Job
descriptions, job plans and work activities are developed which include
the motivation for results and the ability to carry out the action required
to fulfill the objective. In this regard, MBO has been described as a
motivational strategy which involves individual commitments leading to
27
accomplishments that produce higher levels of personal satisfaction.
For this to be an accurate statement, this phase of the program must
produce the atmosphere and attitudes which make the implementation of
actions to accomplish the objectives, a natural and comfortable endeavor.
Chapter VIII provides details concerning Phase Three.
4 . Phase Four - Control and Reporting
Being aware of progress made toward an objective is a key
to ultimate success. The need to establish standards and milestones
which provide accurate estimates of progress should be obvious at this
point. Yet, this is pointed out as a major problem and experts in the field
continually find situations in which the standards were poorly set, the
management information system was not designed to provide timely and
pertinent data, and the periodic reporting system degenerated to a paper
Terry
, G . R . , Principles of Management , p . 51, Irwin , Inc . ,
1972.
27
Elster, R. S., W. Githens and G. Musgrave, "Personnel Develop-





drill Involving filling the blanks with guesswork . Deviation from
valid standards has to be known by managers early on in the process.
Feedback and reports of expected progress is the essence of controlled
activity. Status reporting is thus an integral part of this phase. Chapter
IX deals with the essential elements of Phase Four.
B. HOW MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES CAN BE APPLIED TO HQNAVSECGRU
The foregoing section outlines generally the four phase process that
is considered appropriate for using MBO in an organization. As previously
indicated, it is opined that this process can be applied as a mangement
system to advantage by HQNAVSECGRU. The basic reason for the opinion
lies in the fact that the impetus and groundwork for conducting Phase One
of this process, objective definition, has been in existence for a number
of years in the form of the annual objectives list prepared by that head-
quarters. This can provide the embryo for the development of objectives
along the lines of that described in the discussion concerning Phase One
above. From these can follow the steps that are discussed in later chapters.
It is recognized that the rather unique situation that faces the Navy's
cryptologic managers will require special attention in the areas of security,
classification of data and budgeting. The significance of the four phase
MBO system for the headquarters is that it can follow naturally from pre-
vious work already done and refine the process of directing the efforts of
the headquarters management team.
2 8
Raia, A. P. , "A Second Look at Management Goals and Controls,
California Management Review
,
p. 49-58, Summer 1966.
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In this regard, one of the necessary elements of Phase One is to
take a look at the organization as it exists to validate its appropriateness
to current and future management requirements, and if it is not appropriate,
to develop the organization accordingly. This process of organization
development has been referred to as OD which describes the study of an
organization, particularly human resources, aimed at finding and improving
29
present and future weaknesses. This process is often considered to be
a separate and unique system of organizational management improvement.
In an article published in 1972, Beck and Hillmar summarized their
findings about OD and MBO in the statement "If you are implementing
either concept successfully, you are probably also implementing the other
30
satisfactorily whether you put a label on it or not." The basis for this
conclusion was that OD and MBO are built on similar philosophies; goal
setting, and meaningful goals to develop the human resources of the or-
ganization. Beckhard states in his book on organization development:
"One of the major assumptions underlying Organization Development
efforts and much managerial strategy today is the need to assume that
29
Cathey, P. M., "Management Tools: How 147 Top Executives
View Them," Iron Age
, p. 43, July 26, 19 73.
30
Beck, A. C. and E. Hillmar, "OD to MBO or MBO to OD: Does
it Make a Difference?" Personnel Journal
, p. 827, November, 1972.
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organizations are managing against goals. Healthy organizations tend
31
to have goal setting at all levels."
Because of the basic assumption that any organization that is willing
to institute an MBO system along the lines of the four phase process dis-
cussed above, it is felt that OD and MBO go hand in hand in satisfying
the overall requirement for organizational improvement. In other words,
organization development and management by objectives necessarily com-
plement one another and thus it is concluded that if any organization has
MBO it has OD. Thus, HQNAVSECGRU can use MBO to provide for organi-
zation development.
C. DEPARTMENTAL USE OF MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
One of the most often stated requirements for MBO to be successful
is for the entire large organization to make use of the process and for
top management to be directly involved in its use and direction. This,
however, should not discourage its use at a lower level within the organi-
zation on an individual unit basis. Varney in his book states that "MBO
32
is for anyone who manages, regardless of level or position he occupies."
What is implied here is that any manager with a desire to manage using
goals and objectives, can use the system as described in the succeeding
31
Beckhard, R. , Organization Development: Strategies and Models ,
Addison-Wesley, 1969.
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chapters to advantage, whether or not the entire organization has adopted
the system. It has been observed that a successful application of MBO
at a lower level in the organization often is the impetus for its application
33
to the whole. Lower level managers are therefore encouraged to use the
positive characteristics of MBO to assist in solving management problems
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VI. OBJECTIVE DEVELOPMENT PHASE ONE
A. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
The manager who has decided to use management by objectives may
very likely find himself somewhat overwhelmed by the task that lies ahead.
By this time in his MBO orientation, whether as part of an organization
wide orientation program or as a result of his own efforts, he has been
made aware that MBO has been successfully employed by others and he is
ready to take advantage of its reported benefits. This brings him to Phase
One of the MBO process.
Probably the key to the success of Phase One (and thus, the MBO
program) is the achievement of the difficult task of stepping back from the
organization and analyzing it from the aspect of:
1. Where is the organization today?
2. Where is it headed, if nothing is altered?
3. Where should the organization be going?
This chapter is concerned with the rationale and the procedure for making
a future-oriented, situational analysis of one's organization, which can
lead to the definition of potential objectives upon which to base actions
to be accomplished in subsequent phases.
Mali suggests that developing of potentially useful objectives can
34
be accomplished through an improvement-oriented forecasting technique.
34
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,
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The crux of this idea is that an organization should look toward areas in
which to improve because even though the future of an organization is
uncertain, the organization should take action to improve upon its past
situation. In such an organization looking to the future, the individual
manager should be urged coincidentally to originate changes which will
improve his own situation. As a result, a situational analysis of an organi-
zation should be concerned with the integration of the organizational and
the individual manager's expectations for the future, and not remain en-
amored with the past and its current status
.
In conducting this type of situational analysis, a number of general
areas of organizational capacity should be considered when looking for
improvement. That is to say, that before one can improve, the capacity
to improve must be present or at least, called for in the planning. These
areas include:
1. Management effectiveness and capabilities at various levels
in the organization.
2 . Management Information systems (MIS)
.
3. Technological know how and research and development skills.
4. Manpower skills, experience and numbers available. The
status of motivation of personnel toward organizational goals and its out-








The general areas listed above are not intended to be all-inclusive,
but are offered as a group of items that should be considered at this point.
A method of conducting a situational analysis that facilitates forward
thinking is through the use of time periods for making future improvement
considerations. This can be accomplished using three convenient periods
of time for reference, long range, short range and immediate. Each of
these is discussed below:
1. Long Range. When one looks at long range areas for improve-
ment, he is usually concerned with the continued life of the organization,
or working under an assumption that the organization has a long range
future. Questions concerning the organization's future should be asked
at this point, such as: Should the organization be changed from its present
form and are there trends which can provide the information needed to pre-
dict the long range effects of technology and other areas of capacity
discussed above. The organization should be concerned with overall trends
which affect its direction. A manager within this organization probably
is more concerned with the state of the art of his particular function and
its direction. A five year outlook for improvement is often employed by
many organizations. In the Department of Defense, this is a convenient
time period to use, inasmuch as it can be aligned with the Five Year
Defense Plan (FYDP)
.
A word of caution regarding the time frame is considered appropriate
at this point, since strict adherence to a five year period as opposed to
three or four years, could create problems. This is because information
48

may be available which can provide only a shorter range forecast. A
manager should fit the period of time for which the information system can
provide data to his long range outlook in order to avoid guesswork or
wishful prognostication.
2 . Short Range . Short range improvements naturally flow from
long range forecasting. A long term goal might be to improve fleet crypto-
logic support by installing cryptologic operating areas on board all com-
batants, destroyers and larger. A short range improvement might be to
provide for the installation on those combatants which are to be deployed
to the Mediterranean in the next year or so. Again, as in the case of
long range forecasts, complete information to cover the period in question
should be available in order to validate shifting of assets to meet the short
range improvement target.
3. Immediate . This category of time is usually employed to
describe improvements which are desired in a period of less than a year.
Quick fix situations and contingency developments drive this type of
decision making. Improvement decisions for this period of time should be
very carefully considered as they will probably have a most detrimental
effect on longer range goals. This is because they will likely exhaust
organizational capacity at a higher rate than those in a longer range improve-
ment category, and thus severely handicap capacity to make improvement
of a lasting nature.
There are a number of methods which have been used to conduct
this type of situational analysis, such as problem area analysis, maximum
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opportunity methods, numerical and statistical methods, management
35
models, and group consensus techniques. The use of anyone or com-
bination of these methods will be a matter of individual choice based on
ease of use, applicability to his own organization and familiarity with
the method.
The following section describes a management model originated by
Mali which has many of the benefits of the methods listed above and, as
a result, can provide a useable and straightforward model for use by
managers at any level to conduct situational analysis. It is appropriately
36
termed the situation action model.
B. THE SITUATION ACTION MODEL (SAM)
It is not intended to quote Mali's description of the situation action
model here. Rather, a step by step discussion of the major points of how
it can be used within the context of objective development to be accom-
plished in Phase One will be provided. Figure 2 is a completed SAM form
with entries to serve as examples of results which might stem from the
step by step process described below. In addition, a blank SAM form is
included as Appendix A for possible use while conducting Phase One. The
sequence for use of the form is as follows:
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1 . Collecting Effects from a Situational Analysis
As indicated, a situational analysis is a method of posing
questions and collecting data on the organization's present position. It
also looks at significant trends and changes which affect the organization
and provides a prediction of where the organization is heading. Many
methods are employed to do this such as audits, inspections, manpower
survey teams, and the like. Basically, this is no more than the process
of asking the traditional questions of Who , Where, When, Which, How,
and Why. Although specifics may not arise, identification of situational
effects (symptoms) should result from this process. The results of the
analysis is entered in the column entitled EFFECTS in the SAM form.
2 . Determining Causes of the Situational Effects
This step involves the identification of causes which created
the effects isolated in Step one and the integrating of the cause-effect
relationship. Since causes are the producers of effects, this step is
aimed at uncovering causes which are having undesirable effects so that
alternatives to eliminate them can be suggested. Of course, causes can
also produce desirable effects which, if identified, can be viewed from
the standpoint of growth and continued existence of the organization. The
results of this endeavor are entered in the column entitled CAUSES in the
SAM form.
3 . Finding Eliminators of (Alternatives to) Situational Causes
Looking for eliminators or alternatives should be done carefully
and systematically. A good decision-maker will want to know how many
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alternatives there are and if there are others not as yet identified. During
this process one must be careful not to be led into the trap of changing
for the sake of change alone. Sometimes the alternatives are less ef-
fective than those currently in evidence. There is no magic number of
alternatives which need to be identified before the decision-making process
is begun. In this regard, searching for the best alternative may become
an inefficient process if it delays the decision too long to be of value to
the organization. Some time limit should be set if constructive alternative
generation is to be accomplished. Decisions should not be delayed waiting
for a panacea to appear.
There are a number of methods which have been suggested to
accomplish this task. They include techniques like brainstorming, origin-
ating of idea checklists to serve as stimuli for new thinking, making a
similar type of checklist of questions to stimulate ideas and alternative
viewpoints, and value analysis of functional procedures. In selecting a
method or methods to use, it should be kept in mind that one method may
not be the best vehicle for all managers to use. Whatever the method(s)
selected, the process should be kept flexible enough to allow for method
changes if warranted. The results of this action are entered in the column
entitled IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES on the SAM form.
4 . Selecting the Best Alternative(s)
This last step in the situational action process is the payoff
step. All the work up to now has been in aid of making the ultimate choice
of the best alternative. In this step, alternatives are weighed against one
52

another to select the best few. To accomplish this, some value of utility
must be assigned to each in order to compare them properly. In the SAM
model this is done by assigning weights to each alternative based on a
standard or category of action that is considered significant by the organi-
zation. A sample listing of standards for action is provided on page 56
which might be applied to cryptologic manager decision-making. It is
not intended to be a complete and final listing, however, and would probably
need to be expanded, modified or revised depending upon the management
entity involved. The step by step process for developing the rank order
of the alternatives in the decision matrix portion of the SAM form is as
follows:
Step 1: Select the standards for action that constitute greatest
relative utility for the situation or problem at hand.
Step 2; Using a numerical ranking sequence, weigh each
alternative in order of utility for each standard, 1 for the greatest utility,
2 for the next and so on. These are placed in the columns headed by the
letters A through K in the SAM form
.
Step 3: Continue the process of ranking each of the alterna-
tives by column until all standards that have application are covered.
Those standards columns not considered applicable can be left blank.
Step 4: Add horizontally the cell values in the column to arrive
at the total score. Enter this in the total score column.
Step 5: Select the rank number in the total score column that
best meets all criteria (lowest number).
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Step 6: If standards are to be given different values (i.e.
,
if Cost effectiveness is considered more significant than Morale), then
the cellular value will have to be multiplied by the difference value before
step 4 and 5 are accomplished. If standards are regarded as equal in
importance, then ignore this step.
The results of Phase One, no matter the method employed, should
be potential objectives upon which the organization can base its formal-
ization of objectives and objective setting efforts. The next chapter
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STANDARDS OF ACTION LISTING FOR POSSIBLE USE
A. COST EFFECTIVENESS - the degree to which this alternative will be
cost effective.
B. TIMELINESS - the degree to which the alternative will provide better
and shorter time consumption.
C. FEASIBILITY - the degree to which the alternative realistically can
be accomplished.
D. CONSUMER SATISFACTION - the degree to which the consumer will
receive increased satisfaction.
E. MORALE - the degree to which morale will be increased within the
organization.
F. COMMUNITY IMAGE - the degree to which the external image of
the organization will be enhanced.
G. PPBS ACTION - the degree to which programming and budgeting
actions can be expected in support of alternative.
H. QUALITY - the degree to which the quality of the product produced
will be improved.
I. TRAINING - the degree to which training will be required to support
alternative
.
J. SERVICE or SUPPORT - the degree to which services or support
provided by the organization will be improved.




VII. OBJECTIVE (GOAL) SETTING PHASE TWO
A. THE OBJECTIVE SETTING PROCESS
Once the initial phase of the management by objectives process has
been concluded, the potential areas for improvement which have been
identified will need to be refined and transformed into objectives. It is
during the objective setting phase, Phase Two, that this transformation is
accomplished. During this second phase, objectives are formulated, vali-
dated and then formalized in a list of firm objectives to which the organi-
zation and its individual managers will be committed until objectives are
changed or achieved. Because the objectives resulting from phase two
serve as a binding commitment for the entire organization, future actions
taken will be a direct consequence. As a result, successful execution of
phase two will be a major determining factor to future success or failure.
Therefore, it is mandatory that adequate time and particular care and
attention be given to the objective setting process, so that realistic,
meaningful and sound objectives are established.
Before going into the objective setting process in detail, the ob-
jective setting phase should be put into perspective from the standpoint
of organizational structure. How, one might ask, can objectives be formu-
lated when an organization is made up of so many different entities and
seemingly unrelated units? This can be answered if one views the objective
setting process as a reflection of the hierarchy or chain of authority which
prevails within an organization. This chain of authority extends from the
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top of an organization, no matter the size, down through the various levels
of responsibility in existence within that organization. To be meaningful
and purposeful, objectives should be specific at all these levels. Ob-
jectives should also follow the organization's structure so that the scope
of the objective is broadest at the top and becomes narrower at each of
the lower levels. Additionally, each objective at lower levels should be
tied to an objective at the next higher level to produce a continuum of
purpose. The result of this structuring of objectives to match the organi-
zation should be a closely related chain of objectives which reflect
accurately the degree of responsibility at each level for achieving the
objective. This chain of objectives can also facilitate an awareness by
the subordinate of what his superior expects of him and at the same time,
informs the subordinate of his bosses' objectives. As a bonus, this clari-
fication of the organizational objective structure makes the task of formu-
lating objectives at all levels a considerably less complicated and a more
straightforward function. Figure 3 depicts how this hierarchy of objectives
might be applied to HQNAVSECGRU.
There are a number of ways that the objective setting phase can be
undertaken. One approach is to view the phase as related functions, in-
cluding a formulation function, a validation function and the function of
actual formalizing a list of hard objectives which result from the formula-
tion and validation functions. The subsequent sections of this chapter




When carrying out the formulation function in the objective setting
process, one needs to take into account the specific output or result which
will arise through the achievement of that objective. Only then can one
undertake the task of actually formulating an objective that will prove
to be realistic. In other words, writing objectives is the writing of state-
ments committed to achieving results. This may appear to be common
sense, but practitioners in the field (Odiorne, 1965; Levinson, 1970;
Mali, 1972) reflect that this is a common omission in existing objective
statements of many organizations.
Without the underlying results-oriented base, ambiguous statements
which reflect motherhood-type goals are produced. It is understandable
that this may occur, since wide-sweeping statements of objectives, such
as "Improve Organizational Morale" and "Provide Better Service and
Support" receive general approval because they satisfy everyone concerned
and leave a comfortable cushion for rationalization and loose interpretation
in the long run. Objectives such as these can be pointed to with a smile
and receive knowing nods from managers throughout the organization. The
problem here should be obvious. The heart of the matter has been avoided
completely and the objective setting process destined to produce mediocre
and ineffective objectives.
What is required in the formulation stage is that the statement be
produced with thought and through analysis. In this regard, there are a




1. Objectives should be stated in terms of results or criteria for
achievement, as opposed to activities which are to be carried out.
2. Objectives should be clear, concise and realistic.
3 . Objectives should be time limited to provide milestones for
achievement.
4. Objectives should be ambitious enough to offer a challenge to
the individual responsible for their achievement and provide for a certain
amount of performance stretching.
5. Objectives should take into account those internal and external
constraints which are not subject to control by the responsible individual.
6. Objectives should be related directly to and support higher
level objectives.
7. Objectives should be assigned a priority which identifies its
relative importance and value to the organization.
8. Objectives should be designed to cover a single end result
and not a set of multiple commitments
.
9. Objectives should be written in as quantifiable terms as
possible to facilitate measurement and reportability
.
10. Objectives should establish a commitment between superior
and subordinate which is fully understandable and acceptable to both.
How can one go about formulating objectives? Does the boss set
the objective for the rest of the unit? Is it. possible for the subordinate
to get involved? One of the major benefits reported by users of MBO has
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been that the subordinate becomes more involved and committed to the job
at hand if he participates in the actual objective setting process. At the
same time, it must be recognized that there are organizational and person-
nel constraints which militate against complete subordinate or bottom-up
objective origination. It is believed that the most pragmatic and realistic
approach to this task is to use the method that best fits the situation and/
or the individual involved. It has been suggested that this can be accom-
37
plished in four different ways:
1 . Drafted by the Superior
This method seems to be the obvious solution in many bureau-
cratic organizations. In this way, the objective is formulated without any
question of subordinate involvement and reflects the objectives of the
superior as he views the situation. A leader with a very autocratic style
of leadership would be very comfortable with this method. Also, the sub-
ordinate who was lacking either in inclination or ability to formulate his
own objectives might find this method desirable. However, it should be
kept in mind that this method does not contain the elements of involvement,
commitment and participation that MBO implies, since it does not draw a
subordinate's ideas to the surface and does not get him involved personally.
Before opting for this method, others should be explored for possible
application.
37




2 . Drafted by Superior and Discussed with Subordinate
This method involves drafting of the objectives by the superior
which are tentative in nature and subject to change and discussion. In
subsequent discussions with the subordinate, they can be modified and
redrafted to satisfy both parties . This might serve as a desirable method
when the subordinate does not have a feel for what objectives he should
be looking to or is inexperienced in MBO . This method still falls short
of the MBO philosophy which calls for setting the scene for motivation of
the subordinate by urging him to participate in originating his own goals.
The situation must be carefully weighed by the superior before using this
method.
3 . Staff Facilitated Objective Formulation by Either Superior or
Subordinate
In this method, a third party, usually a staff MBO consultant,
is used to facilitate the formulation of objectives which are agreeable to
both superior and subordinate. The objectives can be drafted with the
assistance of the third party by either the superior or the subordinate,
depending on the situation. This is a popular form of drafting objectives
since it uses the expertise of the third party to insure that proper method-
ology is employed in the formulation stage. Reddin warns that there are
38
at least three disadvantages that he sees to this method. First, it is





situation as the third party sees it; and third, the subordinate knows that
the superior has brought the third party in, thus the meeting may become
a two against one situation. Since one of the MBO benefits reportedly
achieved by users is the improvement of superior-subordinate relationships
through face to face encounter and mutual objective drafting this method
can detract from such a benefit. However, one should not be reluctant
to use this method if the situation demands, such as when both the sub-
ordinate and superior are unfamiliar with MBO and good objective drafting
techniques
.
4 . Drafted by Subordinate and Approved by Superior
As indicated earlier in the chapter, this method is the commonly
suggested manner of drafting objectives . It involves the subordinate
directly drafting his own set of objectives and then meeting with the
superior to establish an acceptable version. This method is considered
the most desirable since it permits the subordinate to present his ideas
and gets him committed through his personal involvement in the objective
setting process. A word of caution should be put forth at this point. In
an organization where MBO is new or where the situation does not allow
such a degree of participation by the subordinate, this method could be
less effective than some of the others listed above. One of the major
criterion for making MBO work in an organization is to allow plenty of time
to stimulate a working atmosphere which motivates the use of this method
as a natural outcome of day to day association with the principles of MBO.




One area that is often overlooked when formulating objectives
is the question of just how many objectives an organization or individual
should set. To answer this question, several variables within the organi-
zation must be reviewed, including the scope of the objective, the time
required and allowed to reach objectives, the nature of the job and the
importance of achieving the objectives to the organization and individuals
concerned. The resultant number of objectives will likely be driven by
the degree of importance each of the foregoing variables has on the decision
maker: The literature is unanimous in its recommendation that the numbers
of objectives be limited and kept as small as possible. In this regard, a
common error of the beginning MBO practitioner is to adopt too many ob-
jectives and spread himself too thin as a result.
The best rule of thumb is probably to keep the number as small
as possible, while at the same time insuring that they include the most
significant goals in terms of results for the organization and the individual
concerned. In this regard, the Situation Action Model can assist in limiting
the number of potential objectives to those considered most important.
Additionally, another method for determining the most important objectives
39
is to use the Key Results Analysis approach originated by Humble. This
involves looking at Key Result Areas to project the most significant aspects
of the job or situation. Basically, Key Results Areas are those twenty
39
Humble, J. W. , Management by Objectives , Industrial Education
and Research Foundation, 1967.
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percent of the tasks that take up eighty percent of a manager's time.
That is to say that about twenty percent of the activities on a list of
managers duties are critical to his job performance. By reviewing each
situation with the foregoing in mind, the task of establishing a comfortable
and achievable number of objectives can be simplified.
Prior to discussing the validation function of objective setting,
a few comments are included at this time regarding the quantification of
objectives. This is done here, since it seems impractical to talk of vali-
dation without first insuring that the objective can be measured to some
degree. Without this capacity to be measured, the whole process of
attempting to validate whether or not an objective has a good probability
of being achieved becomes academic. This does not mean to imply that
every objective should be quantified in minute mathematical terms. Ob-
viously, many objectives cannot reach this degree of quantification because
of the organization's output and end product. This problem is a tough one
in the federal government. Newburn indicated this when he stated: "it is
a difficult matter to construct realistic, meaningful indexes or measure-
ments for those organizations or parts thereof that are primarily involved
in research and development, and services of a highly sophisticated
40
and esoteric nature." This statement was based on a U. S. Bureau of
41
the Budget study released in 1964.
40
Newburn, R. M. , "Measuring Productivity in Organizations with
Unquantifiable End-products," Personnel Journal
,
p. 656, September 1972
41U.S. Bureau of the Budget , Washington , D . C . , Measuring
Productivity of Federal Government Organizations
, p. 4, 19 64.
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This difficulty should not detract organizations that produce
outputs which are seemingly non-quantifiable from attempting to set
meaningful objectives. Managers within HQNAVSECGRU might find them-
selves in this position from the standpoint of some of the outputs of their
organization. Often the case is found where once the organization facing
such a problem starts digging deep to identify quantifiable aspects,
measures surface almost as a matter of course. In this light, standards
for measurement can be put in relative or other less finite terms and still
be effective within the context of better objective quantification. What is
implied here is that the very effort put forth in formulating quantifiable
objectives will result in improved objective identification and understanding,
no matter the degree of measurability.
C. VALIDATING THE OBJECTIVE
Although the function of validation is being handled in this chapter
separately, the function is usually, and in many cases necessarily, carried
out simultaneously with objective formulation. This is because the manager
can be reasonably certain that the objective under consideration can be
expected to be reached. It cannot be estimated just how much personal
anxiety and organization stress results as a consequence of striving for
goals which ultimately are found to be ones that could never have been met.
The validation process encompasses the job of firming up the expected end
results by tracing the manner in which resources and work activities have
been organized to accomplish the desired objective. This can be accom-
plished by a number of methods, including such things as venture analysis
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using decision-tree methodology, work breakdown structures and PERT.
A commonly used method in governmental circles is the latter of these,
the PERT method. To furnish the cryptologic manager with a possible tool
to use when involved in the validation function, a brief description of
PERT is included at this juncture.
PERT is an abbreviation for Program Evaluation and Review Technique
which was developed for the Polaris project in 1958 by the Navy and Lock-
heed in cooperation with Booz , Allen and Hamilton, a management con-
sulting firm. It is a method designed to minimize trouble spots by determining
critical activities before they occur so that various parts of the overall job
to be accomplished can be coordinated properly. It is a planning and con-
trol technique that employs a network chart in order to accomplish a project
on schedule. It is a modification of the Gantt milestone chart, a forerunner
of PERT, and is based on the idea of milestone reaching at various points
in the entire objective reaching process. It is a display mechanism which
can readily show tasks and activities which are critical to the overall
project and can identify the feasibility of accomplishing an objective in
the time desired. In depth explanation of PERT and how it is carried out
can be found in R. J. Thierauf's Decision Making through Operations
Research.
42
Thierauf, R. ). , and R. A. Grosse, Decision Making Through
Operations Research
, p. 115-143, Wiley, 1970.
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D. FORMALIZING THE OBJECTIVES LIST
Once the participants in the objective setting process are satisfied
that the objectives formulated are valid and contain the proper attributes
alluded to in the earlier sections of this chapter, the objective can then
be firmed up and set as an objective. In some organizations this is done
by including the objective with all other objectives for the organization
in one document. This document is subdivided using the objectives of
the organizations that are broadest in scope, along with subordinate level
objectives keyed to these broad objectives. Most organizations find it
mandatory to maintain lists of objectives at each level so that there is no
question as to the objectives that were set for that particular unit and
individuals within that unit.
It is considered important at this time to caution the potential MBO
practitioner that the hard work accomplished to this point can become wasted
effort. A firm listing of objectives has been developed which are designed
to improve the organization and bring into focus the future direction of the
organization. Therefore, the list should be used on a continuous basis
and actions implemented which are keyed to these objectives. Regrettably,
it is at this point in the MBO process that many organizations fail to follow
through with the goals they have set and the neat document containing the
objectives becomes a dust collector which only appears during inspections
and briefings to outside visitors. Each manager in the organization should
insure that this does not happen in his area of authority.
68

E. A GUIDE TO SETTING OBJECTIVES
The foregoing sections contain the rationale and justification for
insuring that the objective setting process is done with care and that this
process produces realistic and meaningful objectives which reflect the
desires of the organization and its individuals. To provide the aspirant
MBO user with a tool which may assist in making this objective setting
process as straightforward and less complicated a procedure as possible,
the following guide has been included:
1 . Guide for Objective Setting
a. Draft an objective that is related to your job and to the
objectives you know to be or think are those of your organization. If
broader objectives are in existence, key your objectives to them. The
following is a format, with examples, that can be used for initial drafting:
TO DO (action) IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH
(results) BY (date) AT A COST OF (amount)
Example: To improve delivery time of flash precedence messages
in order to meet the requirement of Fleet units for delivery within ten
minutes of the time that the message is introduced into the system . This
is to be done by June 1975 with no additional expenditure of funds .
Example: To improve message reliability in order to reduce current
high rate of requests for repeated messages by twenty percent no later than
January 1975
.
b. After tentative agreement with your superior, submit the
draft objective to a validation process to insure it is feasible.
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c. Once satisfied that the objective is feasible, revise
the draft as appropriate and firm up the final objective.
d. Once approved by your superior, insure that the objective
is made available to all concerned and that they are aware of their individual
role and responsibility for its achievement.
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VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTION PHASE THREE
A. GETTING STARTED WITH MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
The manager who decides that MBO is for him and his organization
will find that getting MBO started in his organization and implementing
the actions necessary to follow through on the objectives which have
been set in the previous phase is not a simple task. It is one thing to
get people to build objectives for themselves and the organization but
another to see that those objectives are achieved. There is probably no
one magic formula for solving this problem, because each manager and
each organizational situation have widely differing needs, requirements,
goals, personnel and constraints. Thus, what may be a good solution
for one may be a terrible solution for the next. The implication here is
that any individual manager who is faced with the implementation of action
phase of MBO must realize that using only one method may not be the
answer to success. A manager may be forced into using a multiplicity
of leadership styles and motivational techniques to get the job done,
simply because the personal attributes and needs of his subordinates are
varied
.
In most cases, MBO will come as a new way of doing things for
many subordinates and one must be ready to cope with problems such as
resistance to change which can arise, and be prepared to be flexible. For
example, a tightly controlled form of management with little subordinate
72

participation should not expect the subordinate to automatically start
participating in objective setting and accomplishment just because MBO
43
has been introduced. Likert has observed that:
Experience has shown, as have experiments (White and Lippitt,
1960) that when management relinquisre s tight controls and
moves toward participative management, the initial responses
of members at every level may be apathy or open
hostility and aggressive responses against their superiors.
As I see it, the implementation of action phase of MBO must be
viewed from two aspects. The first is to be fully aware of problems with
motivating the individual in your organization to use and become involved
in MBO. The second is to design a framework for systematic MBO imple-
mentation. In the succeeding sections, these two aspects will be covered
separately. However, it should be kept in mind that the overall implemen-
tation of action phase will necessarily be an integration of both.
B. MOTIVATIONAL AND SITUATIONAL THEORY AND MBO
There are a number of theories and outlooks which attempt to explain
organizational problems. A popular view is to look only at the individual
and explain away any organizational difficulties as a product of personality
or psychological traits. The underlying suggestion is that if one finds
out the problems of the individual and sets the atmosphere to overcome
that problem, then the organizational problems will go away. Another
viewpoint is put forth in sociological terms, in this case the organization's
43
Likert, R., New Patterns of Management




structure is used to explain problems. The idea being that if structure is
properly modified, then the organizational problems will be alleviated.
Yet a third and in my opinion, the most enlightened and pragmatic approach,
is to look at the problem from the aspect of both the individual and the
organization. In this manner the manager can study the situation and
with an open mind, come to grips with the problem attached to the specific
situation. A brief synopsis of various schools of thought on people in
organizations has been included in Appendix B to provide the potential
MBO implementer with a base for further investigation and for choosing
the proper method to motivate his subordinates to use MBO.
Before turning to the framework for implementation of MBO, it is
considered important to discuss one particular aspect of attitudinal moti-
vation. This is the overcoming of resistance to change. As indicated
previously, people often feel comfortable in their current situation. They
know what activities they do each day and have a routine established
that is familiar and secure. The idea of MBO which attempts to clarify
and make more visible just what is being done, and to channel this activity
in the direction of organization objectives, may initially seem as a threat
to an individual's comfortable status. No matter what approach one chooses
when dealing with subordinates, overcoming resistance to change will be
one of the keys to any success in the future.
C. IMPLEMENTING MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
The previous two chapters were dedicated to the initial phases of
the MBO process and were written somewhat with the assumption that MBO
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had been decided upon by the manager and his organization as the way
to conduct future operations. This section discusses a framework which
can be used to implement MBO and as such, encompasses those actions
outlined in the objective development and objective setting phases. Since
the entire MBO process is viewed as a constant recycling and reiteration
process, this overlapping is not considered to be out of place.
In the foregoing section, the problems of implementation from the
standpoint of people have been discussed. The following is a suggested
systematic approach which if done properly can minimize many of these
problems which may develop.
As previously suggested, this thesis has been written to serve as
a base for possible HQNAVSECGRU and/or separate departmental applica-
tion of an MBO process. As a result, two frameworks, similar in nature,
44
are presented. A chart depicting each is contained in Figures 4 and 5
respectively. The following discussion is keyed to the various steps
contained in the charts
.
1. STEP 1 . Collection of Information
This step involves, inter alia, the thorough analysis and re-
view of the organizational situation discussed in Chapter VI. In those
cases where MBO is started in a department within the organization, that
department's program should be viewed as a possible pilot for application
44
The bulk of the content of each of these frameworks is contained
in two charts prepared by Management Advisory Associates, Inc.
,




throughout the organization. Various aspects of the organization must be
studied, including interdepartmental conditions' and personnel attitudes.
In this regard, a method of attitude determination is to conduct a climate
survey designed to show how ready individuals in the organization are
to accept MBO. A survey which can be used for this process has been
developed by Varney and is contained in Appendix C with modifications
45
applicable to a military organization.
The results of this survey should act as the focal point for
proceeding with other elements of Step 1 . These include investigating
other MBO systems, conducting seminars in MBO, getting literature on
MBO into the library, obtaining films on MBO for indoctrination of person-
nel, and deciding whether to use outside or inside MBO implementers
.
In this regard, within HQNAVSECGRU it may be best to use cryptologic
managers with MBO experience and training because of the problem with
security which may be encountered in bringing in outside experts. At
the end of Step 1 , the approach for implementing the system of MBO should
have been tentatively formulated.
2. STEP 2. Design System and Establish Criteria
At this point the idea of how one will conduct objective develop-
ment and objective setting should have been identified. A performance
cycle should be determined during Step 2 which is compatible with
45






organizational planning and control. Within HQNAVSECGRU, it is sug-
gested that this cycle coincide with the Department of Defense PPBS
cycle, rather than by calendar year, in order to align responsive objectives
with the requirements written in the PPBS time frame. Task definition is
also required during this step. This usually necessitates a review of all
job descriptions and rewriting them to align with the objectives that will
serve as criteria for performance evaluation and measurement. Inter-
departmental relationships will need to be clarified and clear lines of
responsibility and authority spelled out. Once the system is designed,
testing of the system is necessary. Step 3 is concerned with this function.
3. STEP 3. Test and Debug Installation System at a Level of
the Organization
At HQNAVSECGRU, the system might be best tested by an
individual department. The outcome of this test would then be evaluated
and reviewed and any necessary changes accomplished prior to going on
to Step 4. At the department level, testing can be accomplished by intro-
ducing MBO by an individual division manager and his subordinate group.
4 . STEP 4. Install and Test on a Wider Scale in the Organization
Once satisfied that the system can work within the organization,
no matter the size of the organization, the system should then be installed
and tested on a wider scale. For HQNAVSECGRU it is recommended that
this be done using two departments which have interrelated functions. The
same iteration is accomplished at this point as was done in Step 3. In the
department level, this step involves installation in the entire department.
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5. STEP 5. Install and Test Throughout Organization
In this step, the program is implemented throughout the
organization. HQNAVSECGRU would probably want to have a central
implementer to coordinate the various departments and establish a central-
ized control mechanism for testing and evaluation. At the department
level, this step is an evaluation and follow up of the department MBO
program. Once the system has been tested for problem areas and found
to be workable, then the system is ready for official use throughout the
organization.
The foregoing discussion has been kept to a minimum in an
effort to avoid getting bogged down with details. This does not mean to
imply that the installation process is easy or that it does not consume
time. As indicated at the bottom of the charts in Figures 4 and 5, previous
organizations have taken upwards of three years to get a viable MBO program
into effect. Unless one is willing to accept this kind of time constraint,
which can be shortened depending on the organization, any attempt to
implement an MBO program may well be an exercise in futility. As pre-
viously indicated in Chapter IV, one of the common pitfalls encountered
by past users of MBO has been the failure to allot sufficient time for its
implementation. It stands to reason that an incomplete system may create
more problems than if it were never instituted. One of the best ways to
insure the installation of a complete system is to develop sound control
and reporting methods that provide the necessary base for system direction,
modification and redirection. Chapter IX discusses MBO control and re-
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LX. CONTROL AND REPORTING PHASE FOUR
A. CONTROL THROUGH MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
The managerial function of control can be described as the ability
of management to steer an organization along a preplanned course toward
set objectives and keep the actions taken to achieve those objectives in
line with previously established performance standards or milestones for
progress. The key to successful accomplishment of control is to have an
effective system built into the overall managerial process which will
adequately provide for control and reporting of the progress made toward
objective achievement. Under management by objectives, control is a
natural outcome of the process because elements of control are contained
in each of the four phases.
In phase one, the actions taken to review and analyze the organi-
zation in order to develop areas for improvement was an initial step toward
gaining control of resources. In phase two, the setting of objectives to
'serve as the standards against which overall performance can be measured
and the various techniques used to validate the objective have produced
control points and measurement benchmarks for evaluation of progress.
Phase three concerns the implementing actions to accomplish these ob-
jectives and provides for positive control through prescribed work tasks
and schedules. The final phase of the MBO process involves the linking
t.
of the elements of control produced in the other phases, through the estab-
lishment of a control and reporting system which will provide the manager
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with the capacity to monitor performance of the organization and its in-
dividuals to determine if the action being taken will result in achievement
of planned objectives. It is considered that only when this final step in
the MBO process has been successfully executed that the proper amount
of control is placed in the hands of the manager who has the responsibility
to get the job accomplished. The following sections describe aspects of
control and reporting which are considered necessary to provide a mechan-
ism for control which can facilitate reaching of set objectives, and provide
a general framework for a control and reporting system which might prove
useful to the prospective MBO practitioner.
B. ASPECTS OF CONTROL AND REPORTING
There are five aspects of control and reporting which I consider
particularly significant in developing an effective system which is re-
sponsive to the MBO manager's requirements. These include: (1) the
system used for management control should provide for timely and accurate
reporting, (2) information concerning each objective of an organization
should be included in the system, (3) the system should stimulate action,
(4) information on significant deviations from performance norms established
as part of the management by objectives process should be provided, and
(5) the system should be understandable and usable by the manager re-




1 . Management Control Systems Should Provide Timely and
Accurate Reporting
One of the basic elements of effective management control is
that timely and accurate feedback and estimates of future developments
be provided to keep the manager aware of current and expected progress.
Most organizations have a method of reporting what has happened over a
period of time, however, many of these do not offer current evaluations of
what progress has been made and what can be expected to be made toward
planned objectives. As a result, the information is seldom timely enough
to enable management to take constructive action to alter the course cur-
rently being taken or correct a problem which has developed before it gets
out of hand. The manager should ensure that his system provides informa-
tion that is timely enough to spot problem areas before they arc beyond
his authority or scope of control. This can be done by insisting that the
reporting system be in line with the MBO process and milestones set for
progress which were developed during the objective setting phase. For
example, if an objective is to be accomplished over the period of a year
and there are four or five critical tasks which must be completed to maintain
the schedule, accurate information should be readily available concerning
these critical tasks. If a task has to be completed by the end of the first
quarter of a year so that the next critical task can begin, current information
on the progress being made in the first task is required. It does the manager
no good to find out two weeks before the end of a quarter that the task will
not be completed for another three months due to personnel constraints.
As Mali stated: "The importance of timing cannot be overstressed. After
83

the fact information only helps future actions; it cannot control present
46
activities." This emphasis on timing does not mean to suggest that
expensive day to day feedback is the solution, but only that the system
must be responsive to those time constraints and milestones for progress
that are involved in achieving the objective at hand. This can be the key
to providing the needed information in time for critical decision making
which can assure successful completion of the objective.
2 . Information on Each Objective in an Organization Should be
Included
In Chapter VII, the principle of establishing a hierarchy of
objectives in line with the structure of the organization was discussed.
Basically, this involved linking each objective set at various levels of an
organization to those at the next higher level. This type of structure
demands that a reporting system be established that can provide information
for each level of management and that information concerning each objective
is included. One of the complaints about information systems is that they
are either too broad or too narrow in their reporting. This is often due to
the inability of the management information system (MIS) to be flexible
enough to provide information on objectives of varying scope. What is
needed in a supporting information system is that the level of management
that has objectives of the broadest base get reports designed to match this
scope of authority. Likewise, the manager at a lower level in the
46
Mali, P., Managing by Objectives
,
p. 215, Wiley, 1972.
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organization with objectives which allow less discretion of action should
be provided information in a form which can support his control requirements
An information system should have the capability to identify who is ac-
countable for the achievement of each objective. This not only enables
the manager to know at all times the individual or unit responsible, but
provides accurate and unbiased information for the personnel appraisal
function. The information system should provide for scheduled reporting
at each level to avoid continual requests for special reports. This should
be presented in a variety of report forms tailored to the level of objective
achievement. The system must not be allowed to produce one huge report,
which although contains all of the information required, necessitates each
level of the organization to filter through reams of paper to extract needed
data. All of the difficult and time consuming work to build the objective
can be fruitless if the supporting system does not provide information in
a form applicable to and concerning all levels of objectives.
3 . The System Should Stimulate Action
An important factor in the management by objectives process
is the capacity of the system to enable the manager to stay on top of the
situation through its scheduled and systematic progression toward objective
achievement. The supporting information system should produce reports
that stimulate corrective action when that action is needed. Information
should be provided in a form which alerts the manager to the fact that if
action is not taken, the objective is in danger of not being reached. The
reporting system which supports aircraft flight operations is an example of
this type of system. There are certain critical points along the route taken
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by the aircraft which need to be reached in order for the flight to arrive
safely and on time. The reporting system provides the pilot with the in-
formation necessary for him to take corrective action when it is required
and stimulates him to review the situation regarding current status .
Managers in organizations using MBO should expect similar responsive
reporting in their system which stimulate action. When a manager reviews
his requirements for informational support, he should be satisfied that the
system can fulfill the requirement to stimulate action.
4. Significant Deviations from Planned Courses Should be Reported
In order for a manager to control he must have a supporting
system which quickly isolates those actions which are not in line with
the planned path to objective achievement. Most managers will not want
or need to look at every variance that occurs along the way toward the
objective because the majority may have little effect on the final outcome.
In a budget cycle, for instance, the fact that the actual amount of money
spent is off the exact targeted amount by a few thousand dollars at any
given point may have little significance in the ultimate expenditure of an
annual budget of millions of dollars. Another reason that significant
deviations from the norm should be reported is that the manager just does
not have time to be concerned with reviewing minor variances each time
they develop. The system, in other words, must be responsive to the
manager's efficient allocation of his time by being able to spotlight those
deviations which actually require his personal attention. This can be
accomplished by building into the reporting system a range of variance
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around the milestones for progress or performance standards that have
been previously established. Actual performance which remains within
this range can be considered to be satisfactory and need not be brought
to the manager's attention. Those actions which fall outside this range
will be presented to the manager for his appropriate action. There are a
number of ways that such a range of variance can be determined. Mathe-
matical techniques such as regression analysis can be employed, which
can project acceptable limits within which one may have a reasonable
degree of confidence of attaining the objective. Other types of statistical
analysis can provide similar ranges through statistical sampling techniques.
47
A method, such as PERT, can be used to plot out the projected path and
take steps to ensure the system reports significant deviations from the
critical path developed. Yet another technique , which is often the only
one available, is to call upon the manager's skill, background and knowledge
to establish benchmarks which if not met will be reported as significant
deviations. Independent of v/hich method employed to develop this safe
range of variance around the perfect path to the objective, the efficient
system must permit the manager to receive information on those deviations
from standards set by him which facilitate proper use of time and enables
prompt action to be taken.
47




5 . The System Should be Controllable and Usable by Managers
Responsible for Objective Achievement
Many managers can find themselves in an organization where
the information system no longer provides the support required because
the system was not flexible enough to be changed when change was appro-
priate. When an organization decides to use management by objectives,
the reporting system to support the process must be reviewed and tailored
to the MBO process. This means that the manager under MBO should have
a role in the decision making concerning the type of information and reports
that the system will provide. This is necessary because the system is for
his use and is to support his ability to control the course of action. Ackoff
points out that one of the problems with information systems is that the
manager is often left out of the design of the system and its output. This
can result in the manager being unable to understand, evaluate or use the
system efficiently and thus fail to keep control of his informational support.
Ackoff states that: "No MIS should ever be installed unless the managers
for whom it is intended are trained to evaluate and hence control it rather
48
than be controlled by it. " The crux of the foregoing is that the system
must be the system of the manager responsible for achieving the objective.
To facilitate this kind of managerial control over the system, organizations
implementing MBO should include necessary guidance and training during
48
Ackoff, R. L., "Management Misinformation System," MIS :
Management Dimensions
, edited by R. J. Coleman and M.J. Riley,
p. 325, Holden-Day, Inc., 1973.
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the MBO indoctrination process so that managers can understand and use
the system to their ultimate advantage.
C. A GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR CONTROL AND REPORTING
To provide the manager who is contemplating use of MBO with a
general guide for a control and reporting system, a discussion of one
framework which may prove useful is included at this point. The general
framework to be discussed below is approached from three aspects: the
capsulizing of reports of progress toward objective achievement through
use of charts or other visual display forms; the status reporting system
upon which the capsule displays are based; and the individual accounting
and appraisal function resulting from the management by objectives process:
1 . Capsulized Progress Reporting
As previously indicated in the foregoing section on elements
of an efficient control and reporting system, a manager who is going to
operate within the MBO process must insure that he is aware of progress
being made toward the objective. At the same time, as has been shown,
he cannot be expected to review daily the vast amounts of information
that is available. One of the better ways to keep aware is to develop
display formats, such as charts, which a manager can use to make quick
49
and accurate evaluations of the status of objective progress. To accomplish
49
It has become popular to maintain various graphs, charts, target
displays and the like on the wall of a "professional" manager's office.
These devices appear to serve as badges of his ability to control. A closer





this, the display should include' information on the most current status
of actual progress, highlight areas of concern and identify possible future
problem areas. The display should match the level of responsibility of
the manager using the information. Above all, the chart should give a
clear and simplified presentation which can immediately be understood
and provide for timely evaluation of the situation. A chart that could be
used at various levels of management which satisfies the general require-
ments stated here, is included in Appendix D.
2 . Status Reporting System
In order for the foregoing capsulized progress display to be
originated, a supporting system of status reporting should be in existence
to provide necessary details. To be supportive, the reporting system which
provides information should be aligned with the hierarchy of objectives
previously discussed. Institution of an MBO process in an organization
may, as a result, necessitate revamping the system currently being em-
ployed. Although this may be a large undertaking, it will need to be done
to insure that the system facilitates the overall MBO objective achievement
function. In this regard, there are two parts to such a reporting system,
the actual day to day record keeping function and the status report system
which follows from this function. Without going into detail regarding
management information systems, which can be a subject for another thesis
on its own, one should note that the data base from which status reporting
is to be derived should be presented in a form which facilitates easy and
accurate formulation of these status reports. Additionally, accurate and
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complete information would be the norm to avoid the work of submitting
reports to become a paper work exercise because it has no validity due
to incomplete or incorrect information.
The status report based on this information should encompass
both written and verbal methods of reporting. In organizations which have
a requirement to delegate authority due to wide varieties of operations
conducted by that organization, such as HQNAVSECGRU, it is important
that all forms of reporting be used to facilitate current understanding at
all levels of actions being taken to accomplish objectives. Written forms
such as memoranda and reports produced by automatic data processing
should be used to provide for the recording on a periodic basis what has
actually occurred in the path toward an objective. Additionally, verbal
methods should be employed, such as face to face discussions between
superior and subordinate and group meetings of those involved with satis-
fying related or the same objectives. These more informal methods can be
used to ensure coordination and complete understanding throughout the
organization of the facts and figures contained in the written reports, and
to avoid time consuming exchanges of written reports between various
levels of responsibility.
Once a system is developed which satisfies the organization's
requirements for information, efforts will need to be put forth on a continu-
ous basis to keep it usable. Report formats should not be so firmly en-
trenched that modification is not possible. The manager should be alert
to institute information system changes which are needed to keep his
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reporting system continually responsive. Above all, the reporting system
must not become the end, but should always be kept as the means to reach
successful end results.
3 . Individual Accounting and Appraisal
Under management by objectives, one of the basic foundations
of the process is to provide for mutual objective setting by individuals
and their superiors and then base individual performance appraisal on the
achievement of these objectives. This is best accomplished through use
of a systematic goal setting, personnel evaluation and development pro-
cess wherein the individual can actively participate. Koontz points out
in an article concerning managerial performance appraisal, that one should
keep in mind five requirements for an effective appraisal system; the pro-
gram should be operational, objective, acceptable to all involved, con-
49
structive and measure the right things. In addition, the system should
readily identify performers from those who do not accomplish results. In
the federal government, appraisal forms are standardized, both for civilian
and military managers. Although attempts have been made to make these
forms more objective and less subjective, the current forms do not com-
pletely match all the requirements of appraisal by objectives. Thus, should
MBO be used within HQNAVSECGRU, one would want to choose an ancillary
method of individual appraisal that would provide a periodic review of
49
Koontz, H. , "How Can Appraisal of Managers be Made Effective,"
S.A.M. Advanced Management Journal
,
p. 12, April, 1973.
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performance and objective achievement throughout the operating cycle
and from which the official appraisal form can be completed accurately
and fairly. There are a number of forms and systems suggested in the
literature on MBO to accomplish this task. One of the most applicable
of these to a governmental organization is one that has been originated
by Elster, Githens and Musgrave as a result of work accomplished during
an MBO implementation project at the Naval Supply and Regional Finance
Centers in San Diego, California. This consists of a six page folder
which provides for:
1. The promotion of two-way communication between superior
and individual
.
2 . The identification and integration of individual and organi-
zational objectives.
3. Supporting and promoting individual development.
4. Encouragement of results-oriented management.
5. Establishes a results-oriented assessment of individual per-
formance.
An implementer of MBO would need to use a system similar to
this when fulfilling the individual appraisal requirements which results
from the use of management by objectives.
Elster, R. S., W. Githens and G. Musgrave, "Personnel Develop-




The foregoing discussion has described the fourth and final phase
of the MBO process in general terms. As previously indicated this does
not mean to imply that with the execution of this fourth phase, the job
of the manager in an MBO-using organization is complete. MBO is a
non-ending process and a continuous recycling of the management phases
using objectives as the basis for organization direction is inherent to the
success and survival of the system. Chapter X discusses the aspects of




A. SYSTEM SURVIVAL EXPLORED
System survival is defined as the actions which must be taken to
ensure that the management by objectives process, which has taken time
and effort to get started in your organization, does not gradually deteriorate
from lack of attention. As has been shown in the preceding chapters,
management by objectives is a dynamic, exciting and tough minded concept
of management. It is applicable to the organization that takes itself ser-
iously and wants to remain apace an everchanging environment. Because
of its capacity to be responsive to changes over time through review and
resetting of objectives keyed to these changes, the MBO process must be
afforded constant attention to remain resiliant and alive. This can be
accomplished by a combination of actions . These include: the maintenance
of an accurate and timely system of information feedback, proper training
and retraining programs, continuous review and revitalization, and a con-
tinuing reemphasis by top level management of their support and policies
regarding the MBO process. The subjects are discussed below.
B. MAINTENANCE OF A RESPONSIVE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
Chapter IX discussed the need and framework for an efficient and
up to date feedback reporting system. In my opinion, this need cannot
be over emphasized. Lack of an effective feedback system has been one
of the key factors for management by objectives to be defeated as a
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management system in some organizations. Tosi and Carroll found in
studies published in 1968, that in response to questions asked of manage-
ment personnel concerning problems with MBO, "Never get good feedback"
was one of eight significant problem areas defined. Additionally, when
managers were asked to suggest improvement methods for the MBO process
in their organization, the highest level of response (50%) was the suggestion
to "Insure review and feedback." What this implies is that often the full
cycle idea of the MBO process does not receive enough attention during
indoctrination and training sessions. MBO is a continuous process of
objective setting and feedback. Without either of these elements, the
system is headed for trouble.
C. TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
The need for indoctrination and training programs was pointed out
during the discussion concerning the implementation of actions phase in
Chapter VIII. Additionally, one of the pitfalls directly associated with
a military organization was that of rapid turnover of leadership which
creates problems of managerial continuity within the MBO process. This
dictates the necessity to maintain a viable and relevant training and re-
training program. In a conclusion drawn in a study of MBO published in
1972, Ivancevich pointed out that: "the crucial point is that some form
of reinforcement of what was learned and practiced in the training sessions
Tosi, H. L., and S . J. Carroll, "Managerial Reaction to Manage-
ment by Objectives," Academy of Management
,
p. 419-42 0, December 19 68,
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is necessary. Without some degree of reinforcement, the effects of
52
training, if any, are diluted and eliminated completely." The foregoing
comments are similar in their intent. That is for training to be afforded
a considerable degree of emphasis in order for the MBO process to remain
a useable form of management.
D. REVIEW AND REVITALIZATION OF THE PROCESS
The cyclical nature of the management by objectives process should
naturally bring about review of the progress made and problem areas
attached to certain objectives of the system. The step further that must
be taken is doing something about the problems identified as a result of
this review. In their study, Tosi and Carroll found that any disenchantment
that managers reported with MBO was in great part due to the failure to
effectively use the entire program cycle. One conclusion was that "benefits
did not accrue, which might have, had the planning and review cycle been
53
completed." The main point here is that MBO is the kind of management
process that is capable of revitalization which can result from the built in
review capacity of the system. Managers should not let this capacity
become subordinated to more glamorous short range successes and immediate
52
Ivancevich, J. M. , "A Longitudinal Assessment of Management
by Objectives," Administrative Science Quarterly
,
p. 135, March, 1972
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goal attainment, which might in the long run spell curtains for the MBO
process in their organization.
E. TOP LEVEL MANAGEMENT SUPPORT AND INTEREST
As previously indicated in foregoing chapters, most practitioners
and theorists in the MBO field feel that top management involvement and
support is a major criterion to successful application of MBO in an organi-
zation (Mali, 1972; Varney, 1971; Carvalho, 1972; McConkey, 1972). Lip
service and token direction without participation from the top is listed as
54
one of the pitfalls encountered when attempting to implement MBO. In
my opinion, once the system has been implemented, this top level attention
and interest must constantly be demonstrated. In this regard, it is recom-
mended that any organization, such as HQNAVSECGRU, that implements
MBO should ensure that a system of top level reemphasis of the system be
done on a periodic basis. This can be accomplished through annual top
level policy statements as to the management system that is to be employed
in the organization and routine top level meetings with and statements to
subordinates concerning high level support of the MBO process. Without
this direction from the top, MBO may well disappear from view.
F. MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES IS A PROCESS
As a final observation concerning management by objectives, I feel
it important that the dynamic qualities of the process be reemphasized
.
54
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,
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Anyone who has managed a large and scattered organization knows that
management processes and systems are only as good as their ability to
keep abreast the changing problems and constraints that occur. The very
fact that MBO offers a method for all levels of management to set their
own objectives within the framework of the organization and key those
objectives to the overall aims of top management, should urge a manager
to investigate its use. Once in use, the idea that it is a process of
management and not just another program or "fix it" kind of project, must
be remembered. For the process to be your management system, it must
be responsive to your needs and objective reaching aspirations. Keep it
up-to-date and it can provide the future oriented type of management that
today's environment dictates. Without this forward thinking approach to
management, your organization may wither and disappear from the larger
scene. Above all, let the system work to your advantage and not become
another way of keeping records. MBO has the potential to develop an
organization into a viable team of management, with coordination and





In Chapter VI, a description of the use of the Situation Action Model
was furnished and a step by step methodology to determine the best al-
ternatives for further investigation from which to formulate organizational
and individual objectives was included. These steps are listed in this




Select the standards for action that constitute greatest
relative utility for the problem or situation at hand.
Using a numerical ranking sequence, weigh each alter-
native in order of utility for each standard, 1 for the
greatest utility, 2 for the next and so on. These are
placed in the columns headed by the letters A through K
in the SAM form .
STEP 3: Continue the process of ranking each of the alternatives
by column until all standards that have application are
covered. Those standards considered not applicable
can be left blank.
STEP 4; Add horizontally the cell values in the columns to arrive
at the total score. Enter this in the total score column.
STEP 5: Select the rank number in the total score column that
best meets all criteria (lowest number).
STEP 6: If standards are to be given different values (i.e. , if
Cost Effectiveness is considered more significant in
the situation than Morale), then the cellular value will
have to be multiplied by the difference value before
Steps 4 and 5 are accomplished. If standards are regarded
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MOTIVATIONAL AND SITUATIONAL THEORY
OF PEOPLE IN ORGANIZATIONS
The manager attempting to implement MBO in an organization is en-
couraged to consider every aspect of people in an organization before
choosing a method to motivate subordinates to use MBO. The following
discussion is provided to furnish the potential MBO implementer with a
capsule view of various theories and approaches concerning people in
organizations and organizational problem-solving.
There are various theories and ideas which attempt to explain just
what it is that drives an individual on a day to day basis. Some of these
suggest that organization situations have little effect on the individual
and that the individual has needs which he will try to satisfy, no matter
the work situation. Maslow ' theorizes that people are born with needs,
and their behavior is dominated by these needs not being satisfied. He
further suggests that there are five ordered need categories which should
be satisfied in man. This begins at the lowest level with man's physio-
logical needs, then rises through the needs for safety, belongingness and
love, esteem and ends at the highest order, self actualization. As one
need order is satisfied, another emerges, with some degree of overlapping
55Maslow, A. H., Motivation and Personality , Harper and Row, 1954
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occurring between levels. In most men, Maslow states, the lowest order
needs must be satisfied before higher order needs can emerge.
An application of Maslow's theory in an organizational setting was
put forth by McGregor. This overlook sees the needs of the worker and
the organization in basic conflict. Thus managers need to judge people
from two aspects. According to McGregor, these two aspects are labeled
Theory X and Theory Y. A brief outline of the opposing points of these




Work is distasteful to
most people.
Most people are not
ambitious, do not want
responsibility and prefer
to be directed.
Most people have little
capacity for solving
organizational problems.
Motivation occurs only at
the physiological and
security need levels.





Work is natural as play,
with favorable conditions.
Self-control is often the
key to achieving organi-
zational goals
.




4. Motivation occurs at all
levels of needs
.
People can be self-directed
and creative at work if
properly motivated.
The implication of the foregoing is that there are few Theory Y in-
dividuals and they are the candidates for managerial functions.
56
McGregor, D. V., The Human Side of Enterprise, McGraw-Hill, 1960
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Another view of the individual in an organization is that proposed by
57
Herzberg. He believes that man working in an organization has two
groups of needs which are independent of one another. One group, he
states, are "hygiene factors" that stem from job environment. These in-
clude Policies and administration, Supervision, Working conditions,
Interpersonal relations and Money, Status and Security. These, if changed,
can lead to lower satisfaction but never to increased satisfaction. The
other group he terms as "motivators" or those that come from the job itself.
These include Achievement , Recognition for accomplishment, Challenging
work, Increased responsibility, and Growth and Development. Changes
here tend to motivate people to higher performance, according to Herzberg.
The changing of these motivating factors has often been described as "Job
Enrichment.
"
Another viewpoint of the organization and its people is that of the
sociologist. This approach suggests that the organization itself has the
greatest affect on the individuals included in its framework, and these
individuals will be molded to the organization despite any basic traits or
needs that are present within them. The most stratified of organizations
58
from this standpoint is the bureaucracy. Perrow points out that while
57




Weber, M. , The Theory of Social and Economic Organizatio n,
Oxford University Press, 1947.
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bureaucracy provides us with goods and services which no other form of
organization could accomplish, it "shapes the mentality, controls the life
59
chances, and defines our humanity." He further points out that bureauc-
racy is likely to be with us for the foreseeable future and that managers
must learn to get the best from this inevitable situation. Perrow views
bureaucracy as a positive form of organization and seeks to offer ways to
use it to advantage. For the MBO user within the federal governmental
structure, this outlook may have some relevance.
A third outlook is one in which aspects of organization, technology,
environment and people are all taken into account when attempting to
analyze and solve organizational management problems. Two men that
have been identified with this school are Fiedler and Reddin. Both view
management from the standpoint of a situational model, and measure mana-
gerial effectiveness as a function of the leadership style properly matching
60
the situation. Fiedler calls this the Leadership Contingency Model and
uses three key situational elements in his approach. They include: power
of the leader, degree of structure of the task, and leader-member relations.
He has a model if used, he states, should develop an understanding by
the manager of the degree of each of the three elements the situation pro-
vides for him. He then chooses an appropriate leadership style from the
59
Perrow, C, Complex Organizations: A Critical Essay , Scott,
Foresman, and Co., 1972.




model which matches the situation. Reddin sees the situation slightly
differently in his 3-D Theory. His three dimensions are organization,
technology and managerial effectiveness. The crux of his approach is
to size up the situation through use of his 3-D management model, which
should lead the user to the proper style to use for getting the most out
of the situation.
Whatever approach the MBO implementer takes to motivate his
subordinates, the foregoing supports an observation that people and
organizations are complex entities which demand a continuing analysis
of the situation over time. The MBO using manager must be responsive
to these entities to insure the success of MBO by meeting the situational
challenges as they arise.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCORING THE MBO READINESS QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Circle the following numbers: 1, 10, 11, 15 and 16.
2. X through the following numbers: 2, 5, 7, 8 and 14.
3. Underline the following numbers: 3, 4, 9, 19 and 20.
Place a number "1" beside the circled and X'd questions where the
response was either 1 or 2 (agree completely or mostly agree).
4. Place a number "1" beside the underlined and unmarked questions
where the response was 4 or 5 (mostly disagree and disagree
completely)
.
5. Add up the "1" for circled and X'd questions and mark the position
on the MBO Readiness Profile under the S/J heading (page 110 ).
6. Add up the "1" for the underlined and unmarked questions and mark
the position on the MBO Readiness Profile under the S/S heading
(page -110).
HOW TO READ THE MBO READINESS PROFILE
i
If the score is close to the MBO range on the S/J scale, this is indicative
of the way in which the individual perceives his subordinates working
under such a system. If the score is low, then further work is needed
to make the organization ready for MBO.
If the score is high on the S/S, this is indicative of the way in which the
person actually manages or would manage. Again if the score is low,
additional indoctrination will be necessary before attempting to introduce
MBO.
For best results the two scales, S/J and S/S, should correlate. If they
do not, for example, if the S/S scale is lower than the S/J scale, then
one should take a look at the various things that the management is actually
doing with people which may be contradictory to what management tells
them it would like them to do. On the other hand, if the S/S scale is
higher than the S/J scale, the situation is probably that management is
doing things that allow an individual to function with freedom, as would
be required to a certain degree under MBO, however, management has not





The Objective Status Chart contained on page 114 is designed to
provide the manager at any level in an organization with a current and
general picture of the progress being made toward achieving a particular
objective. An explanation of each section of the chart is as follows:
1. Objective . This section contains the objective being pursued.
At each level of the organization, this can be more or less specific as the
case warrants. If the objective is at a level other than at the top, then
a note may be included indicating a broader objective to which it is keyed.
2. Responsible Unit . This section contains the unit or units
responsible for coordinating and completing the objective.
3. Sub-objective/Task . This section contains the sub-objective
or task that is to be accomplished in support of the overall objective listed
in the objective section.
4. Progress . This section contains the status of progress being
made toward achievement of the objective by date by comparing actual
progress to previously set milestones. It provides for an immediate recog-
nition by use of colored squares, of those sub-objectives/tasks that present





5. Responsible Unit/Individual and Comments on Progress .
This section contains the unit or individual responsible for
completion of the sub-objective or task. It also provides space for
comments concerning those sub-objectives or tasks that are potential
or actual problem areas.
6. Key . This section provides the key to the progress chart.
The colors green, yellow and red are used to provide for immediate recog-
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